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The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a national
information system operated by the National Institute of Education..
ERIC serves the educational community by disseminating educational
research results and other resource information that can be used in
developing more effective educational programs.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational Management, one of
several clearinghouses in the system, was established at the University
of Oregon in 1966. The Clearinghouse and its companion units process
research reports and journal articles for announcement in ERIC's index
and abstract bulletins.

Research reports are announced in .Resources in Education (RIE),
available in many libraries and by subscription for 542.70 a year from
the United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Most of the documents listed in Red' can be pwrchased through
the ERIC Document Reproduction Seer:: re, ocyaatemi by Cthintratuar
Microfilm International Corporation.
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FOREWORD

Both the Association of California School Administrators
and the ERIC Clearinghouse on lErEucational Management are
pleased to '.7.00peratte in [producing the School Management
Digest, a series of reports designed to offer -INIucational fear ,e=rs
essential information on a wide. range a.: critical. concernc*
education.

At a time when decisions .,n -.11ust niladie

basis of inc7m4.4si*ki DVZeSt provit*Ru..

school .acitrninistrators reauiable .anakyses, trht
most important trend; in scr.gps ais.weilLas points up tte
practian irmpliicanions of iria,v.,,y rttse-Ardl firtrinws.

By .special. tomperative ar, airwt lent, the smiles (-1-aws, on the
extensive research facilitU:16 rr expertise: .e t. the ERIC
Clearinghouse an .Educational nagement. 'rise 1.hires in the
series were planned and rive -ed cooperativ-. by both
organizations. Utillizing theoti. ..es of the ERIC qetlw o rk , the

Clearinghouse is tresponsibl. fo: researching tropics and
preparing the copy for publicatinn-by ACSA.

The author of .this report. Dee Schofield., .waiiectraimissioned
by the Clearinghouse as a research ,analyst alnd.,wrwer.

S. Lee Hawkins 'Philip K. Pic'''.
President Director
ACSA ERIC/CEM



INTRODUCTION:
EMPHASIS ON PROCESS

. . . you must take the whole society to find the whole
man.... In the divided or social state, man's functions are

parcelled out to individuals, each of whom aims to do his
stint of the work, whilst each other performs his. . . . The
state or society is nine in which the nnembers have suffered
amputanicnr (Tom the trunk, and. -serut about so many
walking:mutters, a good finger,.asnedc, a stomach, an
elbow, abut tnever a man. Man is thumnetamorphosed into
a thing, many things. . . .

The American Scholar- (1837)

In term,- still applicable in the twentieth century, Ralph
Waldo Emerson defined a sociecv dividled against itself,. Indeed,
the oversitmaalirAtion and lack or wnified self-concept that
Emerson auxtfitwai in his essay on Anuerican education is even
more evident today.

In spite e)1 well-intentioned . of American educators,
the gap between .what transpires within the school and the "real
world" oursidk, school wails still' remains the central
philosophicallanpractical problem-facimg education today. Not
only do chirtairererfind much of what they learn not applicable to
their lives outside the school, but taxpayers and parents have
increasingly ,erme to believe that then money should not be
spent on veliaL :they in many cases consider an outmoded,
ineffectual imsticution the school system.

These problems are, of course, painfully evident to the
professionals involved in education. Agreement is general that
education should be concerned with the individual and his
adaptation to, as well as influence on, the whole of society.
Educators and theoreticians also generally agree that education
cannot be confined to traditional school locations and tirnes and
that instead the educative process must become expansive and
inclusive enough to be available for all members of society.

But the means for rendering this theory into practice have not
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always been so readily evident_ Indeed, the goal-oriented nature
of American educational philosophy has militated against
making this theory practicable, as Kerensky points out: 'The
reasonableness of predetermining goals seems unassailable in
today's society."

The problem with predetermined goals lies in the emphasis
that must unavoidably be placed on product, as opposed to
means or process. Kerensky lie; this emphasis on product to the
"current press for behavioral objectives in American education.'
He adds that "behavioristic psychology" provides the basis "on
which most of our educational practices have been predicated."
Whether or not minimum competencies and competency-based
education are based on behavioristic psychology, these recent
educational developments certainly exemplify -Froduct-oriented
education.

The emphasis on product is also indicative or the post-
Industrial Revolution society in which, as Emerson so aptly
noted, overspecialization and compartmentalization
characterize American life. This tendency to overspecialize has
certainly affected the schools, as Kerensky suggests, first by
assigning the task of education to a specially trained group of
administrators and teachersthe "experts"and second, by
defining the recipients of that education only as children between
the ages of six and eighteen.

Some educators are, of course, aware of these philosophical
bases of American education, and many of them realize the
inadequacy of overspecialized, product-oriented education. The
solution proppsed by an increasing number of educators is
community education and its principal instrument of realization,
the community school. Minzey defines the close relationship
between the two: '<Community education is the educational
concept; communit/ school is the vehicae by which many
services of co nity education are deliv2rntr" ered."

Accqrdin to community education theorists, all men,
women, and children are students. The educational system and,
indeed, the entire community and its resources should exist for
the people's continuing education and for the resulting
improvement in the quality of their lives. Community education
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philosophy thus raps for far-reaching and radical, although
(according to its proponents) absolutely necessary change_

Kerensky presents community education as the primary
means of emphasizing process in education, and deemphasizing
static goals or products. The community part of community
education is central to the concept: this process of education
must involve the entire community, and not just "school-age"
children. By involving everyone in the educative process,
regardless of age, social position, or previous educational
background, community education advocates offer an
affirmative art cwer to Emerson's question, Is not, indeed, every
man a student, and do not all things exist for the student's
behoof?"

As the process of learning is expanded to include all members
of the community, so can the educative process include
community members as teachers, expanding the teaching role
beyond the exclusive realm of the "experts." As Kererisky'states,
'The community education concept mobilizes an entire
community as teachers and learners. We have known for along
time that one of the best ways to learn is to teach. Existing
certification standards have created an artificial monopoly that
blocks the utilization of a wealth of human resources." The
combination of teaching and learning roles offers a partial
solution to the overspecialization tendencies in American
education and society.

As the focal point and the most obvious manifestation of
community education, the community school assumes
inestimable importance. It is meant to serve as the means of
translating theory into practice, Its proponents see the
community school (including its teachers, students,
administrators, and even its actual buildings and facilities) as
representing the community in the fullest way possible and
providing the means for shaping that community into a truly
democratic unit. The community school can, as Minzey asserts,
furnish the "technique for returning to a true participatory
democracy."

The purpose of this paper is to briefly investigate the theory,
history, and current state of community schools. An immense
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amount of literature has been generated by community
education proponents, especially by tlx)se associated with the
National Community Education Association and the Michigan-
based Mott Foundation and Pendell Publishing Company. In'
addition to publishing numerous hooks dealing with different
aspects of community education, the Pendell Company also
published t:ie Community Education Journal_ These
publications. are notable for their rousing .t.ndorsement of
community education ideal:; although rather one-sided in their
approach, they have contributed much to the present popularity
of community schools.

The current trend in the literature seems to be away from
theorizing and persuasion and toward the implementation
aspects of the community school concept, such as facilities usage
and finance. Community education development center:, which
act as information gathering and dispersal units, as well as
training centers for community school personnel, have
developed across the country. Approximately thirty -five states
currently provide some Corm of financial support for community
education, and federal funds have bolstered the development
efforts of local community education centers. Community
education thus seems to have passed from the stage of
innovation into acct-pted practice in the form of community
schools and communify school programs.

S
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A BRIEF HISTORY:
REVERSAL OF PURPOSE

The community school concept as it is presently defined is, in
one sense, about as American as apple pie. The proverbial 'little
red school house' of nineteenth-century rural America was a
community school in many respects, as Hughes points out: The
school house served as the community center for all activities.
The teacher sometimes lived with the families he taught,
be'Coming familiar with their needs and desires, their abilities and
expectations.-

Cultural Transformation or Preservation

However, the history of the community school and
community education is perhaps more complex than many
realize. In its broadest definition. community education extends
back as far as the Incas' "educational"' programs for conquered
peoples. The Incas. along with the Spanish, and more recently
even the Americans, used community education as a means for
transforming the social and cultural makeup of "underdeveloped
countries." Scanlon, in an article published in 19.9:). implicitly
defines community education and the community school as the
means of political and cultural transformation of a naiive
population by an outside. -technologically superior power.-

It is of interest to note that this concept of community
education is in many respects a distinctly American innovation,
as Scanlon notes. The first community school in America was
established in 1862 on the island of St. Helena. South Carolina.
Although earlier community educatio:, efforts had existed in the
Unit .1, States. this program incorporated the first community
schoo , including a program for -community development.- The
Penn School served the poor. -less-developed" society of blacks
living on the island primarily by teaching the inhabitants
agricultural and medical techniques. The teachers and
administrators came from the mainland and represented the
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dominant white cullture. Thus, the pattern of cultural
transformation through the community school was established
quite early in America,

This concept of community education (heartily endorsed by
Scanlon) also embodies much of America-s post-WOrld
"Big Brother" attitude toward the Third World. Scanlon's
superiority complex is amply evidenced by statements such as,
:Historically, community education has been primarily
concerned with rural areas. It has been the means by which the
advances of technologically superior societies are introduced to
less-developed societies." According to Scanlon, community
education can be used for "good" or "bad" purposes: "We have
also seen how rapid internal transformation [the result of
community education I can lead to a democracy, as in the case of
Turkey, or he merely used as a technique for strengthening
dictatorship, as in the Soviet 'Union."

. .

What is mainly of interest in Scanlon's account is the
discrepancy between his concept of community education as a
means of political and cultural transformation and the current
concept of community education as a means of preserving the
political and cultural integrity of a community. Since the 1950s,
the concept of community education and the community school
has done a rather drastic about-face. In these days of mistrust of
large government and desire for local control, Scanlon's idea of
community education has no place.

Even on an international scale, Americans are more
sophisticated in their attitudes toward Third World countries;
instead of "making the world safe for democracy," they are more
concerned with implementing democratic principles in their own
communities. The community school movement reflects
Americans' desire to help themselvesto solve their own
probleMs within their own communitiesand their increasing
hesitancy to look to outside sources (especially the federal
government) for solutions to their problems.

Community Control

This desire for local autonomy is of course not entirely
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recent. The American political system was originally ounued on
the desire. foijocal control. It is, therefore, not surprising that
much of the history of community schools is tied to the
development of community control of schools, as Barraclough
suggests'_ --

Herrick, in her outline of the cycles in urban education, notes
that the recent move to decentralization has inspired the
development of both community schools and community-
controlled schools. As Barraclough paraphrases her, -Political
exploitation for .personal profit gave way to the theory that
'professionals' should control the schools withOut 'outside
interference' lin the form of lay community members). The
present interestin community education is a direct reaction to the,
failure of professionals to provide adequately for the
disadvantaged." As noted above, this reaction against the
-professionals- has in part inspired the development of the
community school in which members of the community play a

more direct role in their own education.
Community education lends itself quite readily to

administration on a more localized level. Mills, in tracing the
development of community control from 1840 to the early 1940s,
recounts early community efforts through the schools to provide.
community members with services not normally available. Thus
three. different 'communities in New York City (the 'Irish
Catholics,' the Jews, and the Italians) offered health services and
meal programs through the community's schools long before
present community school movement. Such programs are /tied
both to the evolution of community control and to the changing
-concept of community school.

Community control does not require that the community
School he .administered by those directly involved in the
immediate community. For example, the city school system may
administer the community schools of sepaMte areas. ..

In outlining the purposes of community control of schools,
Barraclough states:

Community control, at the very least. hopes to allow die
school to reflect the values and culture of the community it
serves, thus facilitating the socializing function of



education. At best, community control of schools gives the
community the power necessary to improve its children's
education. Ideally, community control integrates the
school and the community, greatly reducing the friction
betw,!en the neighborhood and the educational
-establishment-- - - -

The similarity between these goals of community control and the
goals of the community school is indeed striking. These two
concepts would seem to he inextricably mixed. Thus, both
theoretically and historically, the community school involves (at
least to s,)me extent ) the transterence of power from outside
administrative organization to inside,\community-based.
organization.

It may he concluded that the movement toward community
control of schools has historically influenced the change in the
community school concept. The idea of community education as
a means of cultural and political transformation by an outside
force obviously is totally incompatible with the concept of
community control. However, these twocOntradictory strands
of American educational philosophy have existed side-by-side
for a long time, -'nd the friction they generate is still telt in current
attempts to define the community school.

The Hint Program

Although desire for local autonomy has become increasingly
widespread in recent years, the initial innovators of community
education and of the community school as it is now defined
evidenced this desire long before the expansionistic ideals of the
1050s: The"' community school movement as it now exists can he
traced most directly to two men (Charles Steward Mott and
Frank I. Manley) who, in 1935, started the Flint, Michigan,
community school program.

The Flint program began as a local response to local social
problems. As Campbell` notes, Mott and Manley "were

*References to Campbell on this and the following page are from
"Contributions of the Mott Foundation to the Community Education
Movement." Succeeding references are from "Community Schools:
Their Administration."
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wrapped up in the problems of juvenile delinquency and crime..
. They set,out to solve large social problems such as . . . poor

health, unemployment and poverty," problems that their
community faced directly. In 1935, at the height of the
Depress,, ,' it was impossible to expect substantial aid from the
federaLgovernment So Manley and Mott set out to utilize the
resources of their immediate community, specifically the
schools. The result was the "lighted school." "1 he Flint program
was initially oriented toward recreational activities. Campbell
states that "the schools of Flint surely have the most elaborate
physical education facilKies in, the U.S., at least for municipalities
its size." The adult education program offers a variety of courses
leading to completions tthe high school degree.

Mott, atone time7.:rbw(17- of Flint, offered the major financial
backing for the cor:rmliimmity school program. The Mott
Foundation has siri krn responsible for providing much-

.needed financial a i .rce to other communities starting
community school's: And in 1964, in cooperation with seven
state universities, 'thy 'Myatt Foundation helped to initiate a
graduate-level inte-,'4?,' . program for the preparation of
community educatiO

Although the conuibutions of the Flint pioneers are
inestimable, the concepts of community education and the
community ,school have undergone additional revision since
Mott and Manley started their program. The Flint program was
based primarily on the already- existing administrative structure.
In the eyes of some theoreticians, programs like the Flint
community school suffered from administrative topheaviness
and didn't represent the kind of thorough and complete
restructuring of the educational system necessary for the
accomplishment of true community education. Such
restructuring has recently been outlined by theorists such as
Kerensky and Melby who,. in 1971, proposed "Education II" as
an alternative-theoretical framework for American community
education.
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THE FACILITIES: OPEN TO EVERYONE

Facilities are obviously central to the success of the
community- school. Forthe educational resources of the
community to be available to everyone, the school building itself
must be available. Not only must the school building be kept
open beyond the regular daytime schedule, but special areas
designed to accommodate community activities must be
accessible if citizens are to regard their school as the focal point of
community society.

The community education ideal has, perhaps, come closest
to realization in the area of facilities. Through shared use of
existing, buildings and through C-He construction of large,
multipurpose educational centtt,rs. 6,t concept of the community
school has emerged as truly

Recreation and Learning Fite

School buildings have been used for community recreation
since the first decade of this century, according to Passantino.
With the emergence of the Flint community education program,
"the 'school-recreation' amalgamation" was well established as
the first formalization of the-community school idea. The shared
utilization of school facilities for community recreational
purposes was appealing tram the outset. Not only were the
educational purists unoffended by purely "recreational"
activities, but "communities were anxious to derive more use and
benefit from their construction dollar," as Pwsantino states.

In these days of declining enrollment and dwindling financial
resources, the economic efficiency_of sharing -existiiig school
facilities for recreation and learning activities is increasingly
attractive. Ringers points out that "surplus space costs money,"
since basic maintenance and personnel costs remain the same,
even if the building is not used to. capacity; He maintains that
alternative use of surplus school space "provides an option to
cover the overhead and non-reducing costs of an underused
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building." At the same time such use promotes the commendable
concept of sharing, an important component of community
education philosophy.

Guidelines for Planners

Planning for alternative uses of existing school facilities, like
planning new community facilities, depends on community
involvement for success, according to Bail lie, DeWitt, and
O'Leary. In their survey of ten community education facilities
programs, they discovered that such community involvement
was, in itself, a benefit. It improved neighborhood morale and
helped to create more positive attitudes toward education among
adults.

It is absolutely essential for the planners of the community
education program to define the learning and recreational
activities that they intend to include in their community school
before facility construction or remodeling takes place. The
program and the facility in which it is to be carried out make up
an organic whole; one cannot function well without the other.

Charles Clat:;:. points out that "flexibility" must be maintained
`on all sides, sine: "there is no way the planner can fully anticipate
all future demands on facilities" However, it is possible to
identify' the areas of the school building that will prnbably..
receive the most use under a community education program, and
it is the obligation of the planners to provide "the adaptability of
space and furniture" necessary for expanded use.

As an initial planning step, Ringers advises determining what
space is potentially available in existing buildings, since "space
users tend to expand into every available inch." He cites one
school district's formula for determining space availability: one
room for every 23.4 elementary pupils plus 15 percent for
resource rooins;_all_otherzoorns in the building are considered
free for parallel use for community education purposes or
districtwide programs. .

Clark suggests that the community education planners
furnahed with school plant inventories and maintenance records
to assist them in program development. Such informatiion
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includes site data, minature plot plans, Floor plans, interior room
data, additions, and remodeling. Clark notes that "the interior
room data is the most valuable to community education
planners" because this data statvs site ;king width Or le
furniture or equipment kept room, -11,.is
according to Clark, "can cuickly

. matcl the reeds
indicated by the community surve:y of prop, st .1.ommunitly
school activities.

Clark offers some very concrete suggestions tr.-,F community
school planners concerning specit.ic facility co.ri!,0,,:terations. He
suggests that a community room that "shouil421 :iiielong to the
community and not be considered in the gr,..,.-iimming of
student day activities ". be set aside. This mon- needs to be
versatile enough to accommodate a variety u

.. and "it
should have immediate access to the outside so that .tglarlmunity
use during the day will not disturb classroom Clark
suggests the installation of appliances such asoNasiiuctoi,:r-achines
and dryers, as well as kitchen equipment, so tiiat H,i1-.;-.um can
serve community members in a less formal l'Arnd,. tiwrt.,-.re, more
flexible) way.

The gymnasium is important in the Iqeve...40p.,,ciet,:,.. of the
community education progratit since it t,, x.;:ound to
be one of the best facilities for initial introdu,:e.mmal,,fetnils to the
school.." Clark recommends "multiple use :-17ti ,Ae.t.t..,17ttt,itioors for

various activities, inclUding dancing and-cv&-i,,1-0:4kr---4,atf The
additional cost for stripping and relLnising; fic:or more
frequently is small compared to the value: cot 't7mvp, ving the
community in a wide variety of recreationaii

Playgrounds and swimming pools are withbeT. potential
physical recreation facilities that can in the
community school. Clark re oar;,,. areas so
that they may he used after '

Other important facility. .ound in aim-tost all school
buildings are the auditorium and the library. Most community
education programs consider these facilities essential in planning
community activities.

'Clark also cautions planners to be aware of the
appropriateness of furnitUre and air conditioning. It is unrealistic
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to expect thirty full-grown adults to sit comfortably in desks
intended for small elementary school children. He emphasizes.
that "we should not impose learning conditions on our youth
that we as adults would not tolerate."

The Emerging Community/School

The "lighted school" and the utilisation of existing school
facilities for community activities have certain disadvantages,
according to Passantino. Not only are most of the roams in
traditional school buildings designed as "monodirecnonal
classrooms," but "a tenant-owner relationship" inevitably .urises
between the regular school personnel and the special praugram
participants. These and other limitations of time and vpace"
have given impetus to "more ambitious sharing it Ilyijternents,
cooperatively planned, integrally a, signed
managed."

This new concept entails providing spaf,, !e. carry
community organizations and services cArwritr it4e

integrating the school into a structure 15(1 ,;,onftmoidates;

various other community needs. The rate.: tnat 'haw,
emerged as a result Of this concept levet! Mit expancleti
community relationship . . . reo nrttore crwnplitcaterd
planning networks and involving me red iunciinsourcm;
as Passantino states. .

The Pontiac, Michigan, Human lc ,oui,,TS Center (renamed
the Dana P. Whit mer Center), and the Atlanta, Georgia, John F.
Kennedy School and Community Center are perhaps the most ,

widely publicized examples of the new "community/school"
idea. Both centers carry out the community education theorists'
notion of the school as the physical center for all community
services.
______Pontiaes_Whitmer___Center___ originated__ in. commzinity
members' desire to provide themselves and their children "with
something more than just new bUildings, according to,Martheis.
Deliberately amorphous at conception, the Whitmer.Center
evolved slowly. After five years of public hearings involving the
community and national planning resources, a building program



finally took shape. A(
Center 'became entrnes--.ec: in
required the concerted r ..terrt

resi.J-', was wide variety in the
available through the center
support services, as well as

The Whitmer (Len! er
its parts." ;:7; .;

four eleir.T.,ntary ;;f;:-

agencies,
(including ,i(!;(111(,1:,.

lodge --,

,,. 0n.

to Passantavoi, the Whitmer
urban planniiug concerns and
many rplannim.g agencies." The

,:,immunity servicrt,s u!'cimatEly
including social .ind medical

..!1,-.Trial and recr,c,.:atii.:nal services.

more ri F., 3n the sum of
The t ;ifiter ;,d,ings house
-Too,- for .!(ft,, community

recreg.:oetti.;-41 facilities
n , A)rnmurati.v

(-.Attr,

cen' ,.,visaged bin.t:rd .o.r.orimosed
;(,,,;, and pir a coorearang thirector, watrrrithe

assist,,'.; , of mans :y service
Funding sources for Vhitmer Center vvermwartiii.L...4iifh!'

money coming '".r()C11 h!!-:- state of 1\,,Zichigan, the focal
schoolboard, and the « <vi sal government tii;;; the form
neighborhood facilities gr.71.-711s, urban renew.-ii; money, am'.
special education funds. V.L;:.:71110, points out thmt although,'tft4w
expenditure for this corr. w. as great (aprr-,ximately .$6
million), "the Center is pro,...,..,ding Phis cornmuniti, -..rith a whole
array of facilities which fnwitt ..,..voulitl-11..me run into
millions of ,dollars 177,o -e.

Atlanta s John Kenrix..dy Sciti.,,01..,and;Commtartity Center is
intended to carry out the '11 cept c,;1 ,community., education and
cooperation im the samt:. v.;ay as Pontiac's Militmer Center.
Atlanta's center has bt;er. funded primarily fro-nr local bond
issues and private fund:: with federal support play-mg a relatively
minor part in the total cons:ruction budget. Ma.theis cites this
center as a good example of a locally initiated plan for
eoiiii-ntiiiily'&iitication.- When it was completed in 1971, the
John I', Kennedy Center became the. first of its kind.in the United
States.

Located in one of Atlanta's poorest areas, the center offers
the consolidated services of many community agencieS. The
third floor of-the structure is a middle schoola self-contained
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Unit. Pendell lists thirteen social agencies that are housed on the
first two floors, including the Atlanta Housing Authority, the
Atlanta Parks aid Recreation Department, the Public Schools
Administratir or Area I, the Fulton County Family and
Children Services (as well as the Georgia, Department of Family
and Children Services), the Atlanta Club, the Housing
Code Division of the Atlanta Department, Senior
Citizens, and ;i.L;4-,. care center. Community members can go to
the center not c to take care of business with governmental
agencies, but kt, use the facility for recreational and cultural
purposes.

The Pontim;.--.1;ad Atlanta centers and others like them provide
the prototype ,i)r including education within, not excluding it
from, other , zvetnunity activities," according to Passantino.
These centers .=micle a solution to the facilities requirements of a
variety of co' .Lumity services and at the same time destroy the
"rigid time ay-A .tgsoge, patterns for building spaces" that for so
long dictated scauciol construction.

Of course rtity4 iU communities can muster the .finances to
build such fei:-;AtiitNiAs those in Pontiac and Atlanta. Inkead, they
must utilize existing buildings rei fulfill their community
education plans. But even if no new facilities are built, the school
can still use its buildings to the :greater advantage of all

community members. Any community can encourage its

members to fed free to use school facilities.
It is this attitudeprojected bythe planners and implementers

of the community school that wily encourage the community to
feel at home in whatever buildings exist. As Ellena states, "No
longer should people--young and old alikebe repelled by 'No
Trespassing' signs on school property. . . . School house doors
should be open and signs everywhere should read
WELCOME'."
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FINANCING THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL

One of the most obvious questions that must be answered by
any community or school district con\trnplating the
development of community education is the qwstion of
financing. Howmuch money is needed, and where is it to come
from?

It is easy for administrators to assume that funds for
community education development are hard to come by, just as
funds for almost every other educational program are. Educators
are painfully aware of the increasing hesitancy of taxpayersthe
major source of income for the schools in this countryto
support the educational system. And it is easy to understand
how some educators automatically assume that any innovative
education program will meet with defeat at the hands of the
taxpayers.

Community education proponents argue, however, that
such a defeatist attitude is not warranted in the case of
community education programs. Financial support for
community schools seems easier to obtain than many assume.

According to its proponents, there are two main theoretical
considerations that constitute the major selling points of the
community schct-)1. First, the major purpose of community
education is to make the educational resources of the community
available to all its inhabitants, regardless of age, background, or
position; everyone stands to benefit directly from community
education programs. Second, community education also aims to
revise the content of education, making what is taught in the
schools more relevant to the outside world; thus, the school can
become a more viable institution to the members of the
community.

Pappadakis and Totten point out, that the very nature of
community education can lead to concrete community support
(in the form of money). ley upbraid those educators who
automatically assume that taxpayers will oppose- every new
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education program:
. . . it is fair to say that, when educators point to lack of
funds to implement community education practices, it is

more of an excuse than a reason. There is much evidence to
support the idea that, when people understand the real
values of the community education approach to learning.
the problem of acquiring necessary financial support melts
away.

Hiemstra points out that community education is a sound
investment and that citizens can Ome,to realize that the returns
are well worth the -financial outlay. Investments in community
education. "if of the right kinds and in the right amounts, can
have economic benefits and yield even a social return on the
dollar." According to Hiemstra, the economic benefits arise
when, because of effective community education, the crime rate,
unemployment, and delinquency go down, thus saving the
community the cost of controlling these social evils. These
benefits are, obviously, difficult to measure.

The financial history of the Flint community school program
certainly supports the contention that citizens are more than
willing to support education programs aimed at the entire
community. In the twenty years before 1935 (when-, the
community school program was initiated), the citizens of Flint
had turned down every proposed tax increase for the schools.
But since 1950 (when the community school program was well-
established) all millage and bond issues for raisingschmi taxes
have passed. This example is indeed striking when contrasted
with the financial plight of school districts across the United
States, many of which have had to curtail basic services because
of lack of funds.

How Much Money Is Needed?

The amount of money needed to start a community school
program depends on how large the community wants that
program to be. The costs are minimal to initiate community
education on a small Scale. Baillie, DeWitt, and O'Leary note
that integrating social services with educational activities in the
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school setting is not very expensive and that savings often result
from sharing school facilities, eye though administrative costs
can increase.

Pappadakis and Totten record the case of one district that
started a community education program withdut spending any
additional funds. The superintendent, his administrative staff,
and the principals of the individual schools "concentrated on the
one-to-one, volunteer, no-organizational-change, no-expense
basis." By deciding to utilize volunteers in the community,
eighteen new learning services were planned and implemented
with no additional cost to the taxpayers. Such a course is open to
all communities willing to spend the time to carry out their plans.
Another advantage in small-scale operations such as this one is
that the response of the community to community education can
be measured before large expenditures are made.

If a district decides to convert all of its schools to true-
community schools, additional financial outlay is necessary.
Included in this increased cost are salaries for the community
school director or coordinator, additional teaching 'and
supportive staff (if necessary), and additional money for facilities
operation, supplies, equipment, and so forth.

The amount spent on each of these areas of course depends
on the individual distr:ct's program. BOozer points out that "the
cost factor is sustantiady higher in a middle school facility than in
an elementary school" when the conversion to community
school is made. In !niddle schools, as well as in high schools,
"building control is r lore difficult." The equipment available in
these schools (shop and home economics equipment, for
example) is more elaborate than that found in elementary
schools and, therefore, it requires more maintenance. Boozer
contrasts the funds necessary for operation of one middle school
with one elementary school and concludes that the middle school
'requires $2,300 Trio-le-for one year of operation.

Totten and Manley note that the salary for the community
school coordinator is the major budget item, constituting 41.9
percent of the added cost for the community school program.
Other.staff salary costs compose the bulk of the additional costs
for the program, with facility operation and equipment making
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tip only 13 percent of the costs. Although these percentages will
vary somewhat from district to district, the majority of the
additional funds for a community scl;;:ol prcgrarn will go for
personnel expenses.

Local and Private Funding

If a community decides to establish a community school as a
pilot project, in many cases local funds.can be gatheredo cover
the additional expense. Community service organizations, as
well as local businesses and individual contributions, offer a

- ,valuable source of financial support for community education
on a small scale. Since the people involved in these community
organizations are the ones whom the community school will
serve most directly, the organizers should not underestimate the
potential of these local F,") u rc es . .,

The financial assistance that these sources can offer the
school may take the form of direct contributions. Pappadakis
and Totten cite one example of a district that received
community school pledges of 0,000 from the Parent-Teacher
Association, the Lions Club, IWVVomen's Club, a shirt factory,
a recreation company, local churches, the city commission, and
other community group'. Local governmental units (county and
city) can in some cases provide great financial support for
community education programs. In a Michigan school district,
$10,000 f a city fund surplus were appropriated for a pilot
community ool project.

One sour of indirect financial support for community
schools is the use of volunteers to carry out some of the school's
programs. Volunteer heir can represent great financial savings
by reducing the need for paid personnel. And volunteer help also
means greater community involvement in the schoolone of the
main purposes of community education. Pappadakis and Totten
point out that "volunteer assistance of lay citizens is a big factor
in local support."

In addition to utilizing volunteer help from community
organizations, the school can become the focal point of these
organizations' activities, providing a place and equipment for
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community activities. As Boozer points out, community
agencies can pay for the use of school facilities as well as plan
their own programs in conjunction with the school. The school
then assumes the role of coordinator of programs within a
community"an optimal position for the community school.

Ringers advises school districts to lease extra school space to
community organizations and programs to help offset costs. He
estimates that, "using the prevailing rate for office space," school
space might lease for $7 or $8 per square foot per year.

Another local source for community school funds is tuition
and fee-. from the participants in the program. Boozer states that
it is estimated that the utilization of volunteer help plus the
adoption of a fee plan can absorb at least 50% of the total cost of
a community education program." Fees need not be high to
cover most of the "supplies and materials and the direct
instructional costs of the specific program," according to Boozer.

And in addition to the financial benefits of such a system, "a
certain pride and increased interest results from partial self-
support." The payment of fees by the citizens involved increases
the commitment of the community to its community school.
Pappadakis and Totten note that, although in the early days of
the Flint program adult education courses were free to all
students, "it was soon learned that the students preferred to pay a
small fee. There is nothing like a vested interest to improve
motivation."

Local financial resources are not always sufficient to begin a
large-scale community education program (for example, the
conversion of, more than one school to community school
status). As Boozer points out, "most programs in their initial
stages need money from an outside source," since few school
districts have extra money to be used for "experimental"
purposes.

Boozer suggests that a school district set up some kind of
"matching funds" arrangement with business or a private
foundation to gather the money needed to start the program. It is
important for the district to have some sort of initial financial
stake in the development of the community school program so
that "the business or foundation is convinced of the financial as
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well as the philosophic interest and commitment of the local
school system." The matching funds arrangement also allows the
school district to maintain direct control over its program with
little outside interference.

Pappadakis and Totten list some of the private and business
foundations that have shown financial interest in community
education. The Mott Foundation, the Danforth Foundation, the
Meyer Foundation, the Corning Foundation, the Sears Roebuck
Foundation, and the Ford Foundation are among the better-
known private organizations that have offered financial support
for the development of community schools, often in the form of
"seed" grants to districts starting community education
programs.

State and Federal Funding Sources

As the community education idea has become increasingly
popular, funding sources other than the local community and
school district have increased. Approximately thirty-five states
presently provide some form of support for community
education. Some states (such as Michigan, Florida, Utah,
Minnesota, and Maryland) have appropriated funds to be used
for the development of community education programs and to
pay part of the salaries of community education coordinators.
Other states (such as Oregon) are currently considering
additional financial assistance for community school programs.

Pappadakis and Totten suggest that districts interested in
starting community education programs contact their state
department of education about potential funding sources It may
be possible for districts to receive financial support through state
adult education, consumer education, health education, or
vocational education funds. Boozer notes that "in many states
these programs serve all studentsboth public and parochial,"
and he adds that community education programs could be one
way for states to guarantee the equal schooling required under
the First Amendment:

Community education programsdesigned to serve all
students and adults who live within a defined areacould
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very well be a means by which public school programs
could be improved and expanded and at the same time
share facilities, programs, and personnel with the non-
public private and parochial schools.

Pappadakis and Totten list seventeen federal acts that "have
provided funding for community education programs,
processes, and projects." Among them are the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act of 1965 (Title I and Title III), theAdult
Education Act of 1966, the Vocational Education Act, the
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, and the Housing and Urban
Development Act.

Much of the legislation listed by Pappadakis and Totten was
enacted during the Kennedy and Johnson administrations when
higher priority was assigned to domesticprograms. Although the
Nixon years meant a general deemphasis on all areas of
education, Congress did pass in 1974 the Community Schools
Act, which provided $1.5 million for program development and
(in the case of colleges and universities) community education
personnel training. State and local education agencies are eligible
to apply for funds through this act.

Although .he 1974 act expires in 1979, Congress is currently
considering new legislation (the Community Schools and
Comprehensive Education Act). The bill's sponsors are calling
for $454 million to be available over a five-year period: Under
this proposed legislation, states could apply for federal funds if
they have community education plans. Also, other nonschool
agencies involved in community education would be eligible for
federal dollars.

Community education advocates generally greet the
increasing federal interest in community education with
enthusiasm. For example, Watt, noting that community
education has in the past prospered without federal support,
exclaims that "if the recorded growth and development by
private funding and local initiative is an indication of the interest
and need for community education, federal funds could bring
undreamed-of growth."

However, other proponents have certain reservations about
looking to the federal government for financial support for



community schools. Le Tarte, for example, sees the growth of
community education resulting from federal support as a mixed
blessing. Among his reservations is the fear that latecomers to the
community education movement will fail to adequately carry
out the concepts that provide community education with "a
strong, viable philosophic base." As he states, "If untrained
community educators attempt to apply the principles of
community education without understanding them," then
"support for community education will fade rapidly." In this
event, he foresees community education going the way of other
federal programs (such as the Office of Economic Opportunity)
whose federal support was "dropped as quickly as it was
initiated."

Pappadakis and Totten note that, in the long run, financing
community education must be based on "the established sources:
taxation, tuition and fees, fines and forfeitures, and gifts." These
sources (especially taxation at all levels of government) have
traditionally provided the economic resources for education in
America, and the community school should continue to look to
them for funding:

Traditional community education has drawn upon all
known revenue-producing sources; modern community
education will continue to do so. These sources include the
taxation of property and services at local, state, and
national levels There are no new categoricr of potential
income: There are, however, untapped resources in the
categories already established.
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ADMINISTRATION AND STAFFING

If community education is to function as a "technique for
returning to a true participatory democracy," then radical
changes in traditional school administrative structures are
essential, according to community education proponents such as
Kerensky and Me lby:

Even thoug,11 the development of new concepts of
administration may be a process fraught with controversy
and many difficulties, such a development is paramount if
true community education is to be developed. in fact, at the
present moment, there are few factors in the building of
community education more important than that of
bringing about the necessary changes in administrative
theory and practice.

As these authors suggest, the very nature of community
education calls for revision of the traditional hierarchical
administrative structure found in most school systems today.
The administrators of the community school must be much more
in touch with their immediate community than many school
administrators (and especially central office administrators)
presently are. As Campbell states; "Educational administration
must be taken out of its monastic atmosphere of serenity into the
hard and often irritating realities in communities."

Decentralized Decision-Making

This change in administrative structure means a change from
"tall" to "flat" organization, as Hughes phrases it. The current
structure is "tall"meaning that decision-making power is
centralized at the top and filters down to individual schools
through a many times unnecessarily complex chain of command.
The basic assumption behind this kind of organizational pattern
is that the personnel on the end of the chain (the teachers and
even the building principals) are relatively unprepared to carry
out policy (set, of course, by the central office).
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Kerensky and Me lby describe this vertical administrative
structure as being based on military and industrial models, rather
than on medical practice or innovative business management
practices. They state that "our tendency has been to remove
decision-making as far away from the child and the-teacher as
possible rather than to make the decision-making process an
integral part of teaching and learning from day to day."

The difficulty with such a vertical structure is that those most
knowledgeable of the problems and issues confronting the
individual school and its studentsthe teachers and building
administratorslack the poWer to immediately solve those
problems. It becomes impossible for the school to be truly
responsive to the needs of the community it serves if its personnel
lack the authority to answer those needs. Obviously such an
administrative structure militates against the actualization of the
community education concept and against the development of
the community school as a viable, potent force in the lives of
community members. As Kerensky and Me lby state, "Vertical
organizations, directives from the downtown office, adopted
textbooks, grades, marking systems . . . all are in the way . . .

obstructions to the development of a learning community."
The ;11teinative to this kind of vertical structure is horizontal

administrative organization. The major means for achieving
"flat" ac:rninistration is decentralization. As Connelly defines it,
decentralization is the "removal of the decision-making process
from the forbidding bureaucratic monolith, otherwise known as
the central offite, out to the schools, close to the children, where
decision-making could be both rapid and sensitive."

To Campbell decentralization means "a loosening of
relationships between the central office and teachersa
loosening of the power between principals and teachers."
Decision-making power (and respc risibility ) is accorded those
who can best define the problems (and hence know the kinds of
decisions necessary), as well as identify the most feasible
solutions to those problems,

Decentralization looks good on paper, as Connelly points
out. Few educators would quarrel with its fundamental goalto
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improve the quality of education by streamlining the decision-
making process_ However, in actuality, true decentralization is
much harder to implement than news releases would have the
public believe, according to Connelly. In many instances, the
"real purpose" of decentralization

was to satisfy the criteria of "Flury and activity," basic to
holding the critics of the school system at bay on the
assumption that something new and wonderful was aboL:
to take place, and to move the "heat" away from the central
office and out to the area, or district superintendent who,
after all, was now decentralized, and hence able to make
round squares.

Of course not all school systems engaged in such
underhanded public relations moves as that outlined by
Connelly, but in many cases, plans for decentralization have
failed simply because true decentralization was not achieved.
According to Connelly, in many instances the area
superintendent, who supposedly acquires greater decision-
making power, still has no authority over personnel or the
budget; the control of these two important items remains with
the central office. In these cases, the superintendent has been
given The responsibility for a total spectrum of educational
activities without even the commensurate authority to oversee
the line function of instruction."

In other words, he has the responsibility, but not the power
to carry out that responsibility. Real decentralization has not
been achieved because the central administration has been
Unwilling to give up some of its power and to restructure its
organization.

But with the implementation of the community education
concept, such difficulties would be minimized, according to
Connelly. The ideas of decentralization and community
education are closely related, just as community control of
schools (closely akin to decentralization) and community
education are related. The implementation of one can lead to the
coincident implementation of the other. As Connelly staff's,
community education "may also provide us vvith a key to Lhe
tealization of administrative decentralization. . . . It is the all-
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embracing nature of the Community Schoo! Concept which
causes it to require a decentralization 4 administration if it is to
become a reality." One can lead to the other if the school system
is willing to commit itself to thorough-going administrative
reorganization.

Such reorganization should lead to the allotment of decision-
making power to those in the field"the school principal,
individual teachers, groups of teachers, and even parents. This
power is essential if the concept of the community school as a
self-contained unit serving its immediate constituency is to be
carried out. Kerensky and Me lby emphasize the importance of
this kinclibf power reallocation to the implementation of the
community education idea:

. . . the individual school and community must be seen as
an educational unit with the freedom to adapt its program
to the people of its area with their unique problems,
backgrounds, economic level and cultural experience. In
this way the principal of the individual school becomes a
far more important decision-maker than he has been in past
practice. It also means that more of the educational
decision-making process must be flattened out and
delegated to the principal and to the individual teachers and
groups of teachers.

Group Leadership,

This decision-making power t be wielded in the
traditional "centralized, personal' d executive" fashion,
according to Kerensky and Me lby. Instead, true "group
leadership" must become the key to community school
administration. Group leadership means that instead of the
leader initiating al: policy ideas, the whole group takes active
part in creating solutions to mutual problems. As Kerensky and
Me lby describe this process, 'The leader is not required or
expected to have all the ideas, a solution for every problem. His
know how consists of knowing how to create the climate in
which all members of the group are encouraged to be creative."

The "collaborative" decision-making group is essential for
community school administration because it allows for
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integration of many people into the administrative process and,
thus, carries out the essential democratic purpose of community
education.

It also allows for necessary flexibility in an organization that
must constantly integrate new members and their ideas into its
overall program. Kerensky and Me lby consider the fluctuation
of the staffs of community schools a virtue: "We need an
organization in which we can take in a new member today, listen
to him and let him help us probe a problem. The Staff in
Community Education is not sharply defined, it changes from
day to day. It is more like an artists colony than like a factory."

`This kind of open group administration should lead to a
greater willingness to confront change and to make constructive
use of it. Hiemstra points out the necessity for community school
administration to change readily, ,:lapting to the constantly
altering community it serves. He even suggests that the
community school add -a person, or persons, specially trained to
deal with change to the staff."

In addition to the practical advantage of coping with change,
the idea of group administration helps to carry out yet another
important element of community education theory: the concept
that teachers are learners, and the learners, teachers. Not only do
group members introduce fresh ideas into the administration of
the community school, they also have the opportunity to learn
administrative and interpersonal, skils through direct practice.
For example, teachers get the oppoi t unity to see how the other
half (the administrators) operates, and conversely,
administrators are more able to appreciate the role filled by the
teachers.

In practical terms, the commuruity school advisory council is
one means of translating participative decision making and
group leadership into reality. The advisory council is absolutely
essential to the successful implementation of the community
education concept, according to Rubbins and Whitaker. These
authors see the council as primarily .an adjurbct k the community
school director. As they state, "the purpose of a community
advisory council is to serve as the eyes and ears of the
community for the director." They list five duties of the council:
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"keeping the director informed,- -recommending new
programs," "assisting in planning programs," "assisting in the
development of a resource bank," and -assisting in 'spreading the
word.... Council members are "advisors, not operators; they are
the idea givers, not policy makers.-

Robbins and Whitaker's version of the advisory council
obviously does not embody the kind of thoroughgoing
community participation in decision-making envisioned by
theorists like Kerensky and Me lby. But it certainly represents an
increase in community iiiput that is commensurate with
community education theory.

The Community School Coordinator

Community education advocates do not imply that the
administration of the community school should be without
individual leadership. But such leadership should differ from the
current -clerical, custodial and authoritarian" concept of school
administration, according to Kerensky and Me lby.

Creating innovative theory and rendering that theory into
concrete practice is an essential part of the community school
coordinator's ro4e according to Campbell. The coordinator
stands halfway between the people and the central office:

To me, tint community school coordinator is the
connecting kink between theory and practice. He is the one
person, perriaps more than any other, who interprets
educational programs to the people. and then in reverse
makes known to the central office the desires of people in
the neighborhoods. Cc inmunity school coordinators solicit
grass roots thinking, stimulate grass roots action and grass
roots support, and provide grass routs evaluation.

In order to accomplish the kind of "grass roots" contact with
community members outlined by Campbell, the coordinator
must spend much time building people's confidence in him or
her. As Nance points out, the coordinator must "establish a
relationship with all elements within the community built upon
the highest level of trust." Thus, the coordinator, because of
these responsibilities, obviously cannot fulfill many of the
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functions that are normally assigned to school administrators.
The. term coordinator can apply to two different levels of -

community eduction administration. The coordinator can
either be the director of one local community school and its
program (the community school coordinator) or be 1:he overseer
of all community schools within a district (the community
education coordinator). When he or she is the overall project
-director, usually there are directors for each individual
community school.

The selection process for both positions is most important if
the community education program is to be fully accepted and
supported by the community members. Nance is one who
emphasizes community involvement in the selection of a
community education coordinator. He states that many
potential conflicts between the schools and the community can
be avoided "if the community is included in the selection of the
coordinator and in the decision to proceed with the program in
the first place."' In other words, the district should first ascertain
the degree of community support for community education and
not carry out implementation of plans unless that support is
widespread. The coordinator cannot be expected to "sell"
community education to community members; they must desire
it of their own accord. Community support and participation are
equally important for the selection of the individual community
school directors, as well as for the overall program coordinator.

The duties of the community school coordinator are varied
and call for the utmost flexibility and resiliency in personality.
Hiemstra and Nance both see the coordinator as a teacher, in the
traditional clas;room and in the total administrative role. The
coordinator must also be able to ,erveas counselor to the staff, to
the students, and to their families. Whitt defines the job of
director in rather expansive terms:

The Community School Director is a motivator, an
exped:,er, a learning specialist, a community relations
expert, a master of ceremonies. a community action agent,
a VISTA voluntqr, an evangelist for education, a
Custodian and clerl<4, a vice-principal, a counselor, a boys'
club leader, a girls' club sponsor, a friend in the
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neighborhood, and a humanitarian concerned with the
welfare of our society.

This catalogue of duties indicates the all-encompassing and
difficult nature of the position, as well as its potential benefit to
the community. The responsibilities of the job are great, but the
opportunity for truly creative leadership is also great.
Communities hiring a community school coordinator/director
should be well-apprised of the personality traits of its applicants
to ensure a wise selection.

Because of the complexity and demandingnature of the job,
training the community education leader is of the utmost
importance, according to Le Tarte. He cites a list of ten essential
areas (including organizational anal: sis and managernent,
leadership theory and its application, communications theory
and practice, public relations, program development, social
problems analysis,-and group process analysis) that community
educators should master and that should be covered in any
training program for community school leaders.

The Community School Staff

The teaching staff can make or break any school, and the
same is true for the community school. However, in the
community school the role of the teacher usually includes a
wider spectrum of opportunities for helping the community and
its members.

Teachers can receive assistance" from volunteers and
parappofessionals, as Hiemstra suggests. The utilization of these
two groups not only frees the teacher to be more innovative in
his or her approach, but involves more community members in
the educational process. In Flint, for example, paraprofessionals
and volunteers.work as school-community aides,..primarily with
families in low socioeconomic areas. This program is an excellent
example of community members directly helping other
community members, who may, in turn, help others. Volunteers
and paraprofessionals can also assist in clerical duties; freeing the
coordinator and school principal for more person-to-person
contact.



THE CURRICULUM:
SERVING COMMUNITY INTERESTS

The program of a community school depends cn the needs
and desires of its community. Hence, instead of a well-defined
curriculum for all such schools, each community must work out
its own curriculum, keeping it flexible enough to accommodate
chang. es in community interests.

Meeting Basic Life Needs

Community education theorists believe that certain unifying
concernsconcerns that all people shareshould underlie
community school curriculum. Olsen suggests a list of "life-
activity areas" that can form the basis for the development of
commurity education programs in any community. His list
includes

Securing food and shelter

Protecting life and health

Adjuithig to other people

Appreciating the past

Enriching family living

Engaging in recreation

Enjoying beauty

Asserting personal identity

A curriculum based on these concerns would be much more vital
and useful than most current school curriculums, according to
Olsen. Since these concerns affect all people at all times, the gap
between what transpires in t'lle school and the outside "real"
worl;+ would be closed. This unification of ;school' and
"outside" is one of the major purposes of community education.

One way to relate the scho,,i to the outside world is to use the
resources of the community in a more immediate way. Ey.tioding
the number of physical places in which community school
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programs are implemented helps to improve the link between the
school and the community. In theory, the community becomes a
classroom, and its. members become students.

Traditional and Special Programs

In the past, community school programs have centered
around enrichment, remediation, and recreation, as Whitt
explains. He defines enrichment activities as 'those that extend
the school day and at the same time stretch the capabilities of
individuals involved in such a way that an individual's full
potential is more nearly reached." These activities include after-
school art classes, crafts classes, and "curricular programs that
extend beyond the school day."

Remedial activities are intended to help students of all ages
reach their full learning potential. It is important for the school to
provide remedial programs for young students, especially those
of elementary school age. As Whitt points out, 'One of the most
serious problems in relation to remediation is that it is generally
started too late." The community school can play a major role in
saving human energy and talent by ensuring the inclusion in the
educative process of those who fall behind the "norm."

As Whitt notes, the original concept of community education
was based on recreation. In Flint the community school was at
first seen almost wholly in terms of physical education and
recreation. And even recently, some authors aduiw_that the
district setting up a community school hire a coordinator-irhose
main professional experience is in physical education. Although
the concept of the community school has been considerably
refined and broadened, recreational activities still play an
important role in most community schools, partly because it is
through physical recreation that members of the community not
normally involved in the school become interested. As Whitt
points out, "Recreation is something with which we are all
familiar."

In addition to these traditional community education areas,
recently programs of a more socially oriented nature have
evolved. Whitt lists the Mott Vocational Guidance Program,
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"designed to solve the problems of convicts returning from
prison to an open society," as one of these "special problem
programs." These programs are all intended to improve the
quality of life of members of the community. Other areas
included in this category are nutrition, safety, police-community
relations, voter education, and so forth.

In order for the public to be aware of thecurricular offerings
of the community school, as well as the other community
activities taking plate- within the school, people must be well
informed. The responsibility for information dissemination
ultimately lies with the community school director. Whitt,
among others, suggests that a large, easily visible calendar of
events be pdsted in the school building. This. bulletin board
serves as an immediate reminder of various activities to all who
enter the school.
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CONCLUSION

The theoretical and rhetorical excesses of some of the earlier
community education literature seem to be stripped away in
application. FOr example, Kerensky and Me lby's "Education II,"
which calls for a complete restructuring of the educational
system, is perhaps a bit too-amorphous to assume concrete fnrm
in the real world of dwindling budgets, conflicting community
interests, and the demand for a return to the ''basics."-What is left
is practicableshared school facilities that make both
philosophical and financial sense, community cooperation in
specific educational enterprises, and community schools
operating in conjunction (and full cooperation) with established
School systems.

It may be that community education and the use of existing
facilities as community schools will become increasingly
attractive as enrollrnents continue to drop. Decline and
retrenchment could well motivate the educational establishment
to serve a broader clientele in order to utilize fully existing
resources, both personnel and facilities.
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